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ABSTRACT
Sequence alignment of proteins and nucleic acids is
a routine task in bioinformatics. Although the com-
parison of complete peptides, genes or genomes
can be undertaken with a great variety of tools, the
alignment of short DNA sequences and motifs
entails pitfalls that have not been fully addressed
yet. Here we confront the structural superposition
of transcription factors with the sequence alignment
of their recognized cis elements. Our goals are
(i) to test TFcompare (http://floresta.eead.csic.es/
tfcompare), a structural alignment method for
protein–DNA complexes; (ii) to benchmark the
pairwise alignment of regulatory elements; (iii) to
define the confidence limits and the twilight zone
of such alignments and (iv) to evaluate the relevance
of these thresholds with elements obtained experi-
mentally. We find that the structure of cis elements
and protein–DNA interfaces is significantly more
conserved than their sequence and measures how
this correlates with alignment errors when only
sequence information is considered. Our results
confirm that DNA motifs in the form of matrices
produce better alignments than individual se-
quences. Finally, we report that empirical and the-
oretically derived twilight thresholds are useful
for estimating the natural plasticity of regulatory
sequences, and hence for filtering out unreliable
alignments.
INTRODUCTION
Transcription factors (TFs) are proteins that bind to the
promoters of genes, and thus regulate their expression by
activating or repressing the transcription machinery. In
consequence, the association of TFs to DNA-binding
sites (DBSs) plays a major role in coordinating the cell.
DBSs consist of typically short cis-regulatory elements
that are located within intergenic regions with variable
distances to neighbor transcription start sites. Any one
TF can recognize a collection of similar DBSs, which
can be grouped together to deﬁne a DNA motif. Motifs
are most frequently represented as position-speciﬁc
scoring matrices (PSSMs), which capture the occurrence
of nucleotides in different positions of the DBSs (1).
Discovery, annotation and alignment of cis elements
Experimental methods to identify DBSs are challenging
and are usually limited to determining cis-regulatory
sites for one TF at a time. Among traditional techniques
are electrophoretic mobility shift assay, chromatin
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and footprinting assays
(2–4). Modern approaches such as protein-binding micro-
arrays (PBMs), ChIP-chip and ChIP-Seq allow high-
throughput and genome-wide discovery of DBSs (5–7).
There are many motif discovery tools available that
produce PSSMs out of experimental DBSs (8–12). Such
PSSMs are collected, curated and manually annotated
in databases such as TRANSFAC (13), JASPAR (14) or
RegulonDB (15). A different kind of method derives
PSSMs from 3D structures of TF–DNA complexes
stored in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (16–21).
In addition, a great variety of computer programs have
been developed in order to match pre-compiled motifs
within genomic landscapes (12,22–26). These computa-
tional approaches effectively scan PSSMs along large
genomic sequences in order to locate putative cis-regula-
tory elements, those with alignment scores above some
arbitrary threshold.
The twilight zone of sequence alignments
In the context of protein sequences, the ‘twilight zone’ has
been deﬁned as the range of sequence length and sequence
identity where there is a non-negligible probability that an
alignment is wrong, taking structural similarity as a
standard of truth (27,28). In general, algorithms for
DBS discovery rely on alignments of nucleotide sequences
and/or PSSMs and should also be expected to perform
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poorly in the equivalent twilight zone of DNA alignments.
However, such a range of sequence length and identity
remains to be deﬁned for short nucleotide strings, as is
the case of cis-regulatory elements. The reason for this
might have been the small number of TF–DNA structural
complexes deposited in the PDB, which has nonetheless
increased steadily. It must be noted that Keich and
Pevzner have already used the term ‘twilight zone’ for nu-
cleotide sequences (29); however, their work focused on
discovering motifs in genomic regions of variable length,
and therefore was not primarily concerned with alignment
quality, which is our main interest throughout this article.
The intrinsic limitations of pairwise alignments of short
DNA strings
While aligning short DNA sequences such as DBSs, there
are a few potential pitfalls that need to be overcome, such
as (i) both the direct and the reverse complementary
strand must be considered, while it might not be clear
which orientation is biologically relevant; (ii) short nucleo-
tide sequences are prone to yield non-relevant alignments;
(iii) motifs or PSSMs of low information content usually
produce poor-quality alignments and (iv) mismatches are
common due to TF-binding plasticity. For these limita-
tions, we believe it would be of great interest to charac-
terize the twilight zone of short DNA alignments, in order
to deﬁne thresholds that will set bounds on the quality of
DBS alignments produced by any algorithm. As with
protein alignments (26,27), here we take structural align-
ments of TF–DNA complexes as a standard of truth to
decide whether a pairwise alignment of cis elements might
be correct. In this framework, a correct alignment of a
pair of DBSs will entail also a correct alignment of the
TF domains that recognize them.
Article layout
First, we develop a method that superposes pairs of TF–
DNA complexes in order to obtain the resulting structural
alignments of cis elements recognized by homologous
TFs. Second, we perform such superpositions within a
non-redundant collection of TF–DNA complexes in
order to discover root-mean-square deviation (RMSD)
cutoffs that effectively classify pairs of regulatory sites
with similar and dissimilar conformation. Note that this
does not imply that similar structures recognize similar
DNA sequences. Third, we calculate pairwise alignments
of the cis elements (and corresponding PSSMs) of the
former TF–DNA complexes and derive reliability thresh-
olds, as in the work of Sander and Schneider (27), that
deﬁne when similar DNA sequences are likely recognized
by similar structures. Fourth, we propose a theoretical
approach that produces cutoff values that approximate
and validate the previous empirical thresholds. Finally,
we analyze real-world motifs, some extracted from
curated database TRANSFAC and others produced by
PBM experiments (13,30), and measure the proportion
of natural cis elements that are aligned beyond the
twilight zone.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Non-redundant set of 135 TF–DNA complexes
We retrieved all X-ray protein–DNA structures from the
PDB (21) and their corresponding annotated interfaces
from the 3D-footprint database (18) (June 2011 version).
Complexes with single-stranded DNA, resolution >3.5 A˚
or with less than three nitrogen bases contacting protein
residues were excluded. The selected structures were
trimmed into protein DNA-binding domains (DBDs)
and their corresponding DBSs. Domain boundaries were
assigned with hmmpfam from software package HMMER
v2.3.2 (31) and Pfam v.23 (32), with parameters –acc –
cut_ga –cut_nc –cut_tc –E 10. DNA duplexes were also
trimmed from the ﬁrst to the last contacted nucleotide as
annotated in 3D-footprint (http://ﬂoresta.eead.csic.es/
3dfootprint/download/list_interface2dna.txt). Resulting
DBDs were further ﬁltered by (i) checking their ‘TF
activity’ Gene Ontology annotation (33) and (ii) rejecting
redundant domains over a 95% cutoff with CDHIT 4.0
(34). Eventually, a set of 135 TF–DNA complexes was
obtained (listed in Supplementary Table S1), where 36
Pfam families are represented, emphasizing 26
homeodomain (PF00046) and 16 Zinc ﬁnger (PF00105)
family members with domain lengths from 32 to 234
amino acids (domain description and statistics are
supplied in Supplementary Table S2).
Dataset of 67 curated PSSMs and 873 DBSs
For 67 out of the selected 135 TFs, we were able to ﬁnd
high-quality PSSMs from curated databases, 61 from
TRANSFAC v9.3 (13) and 6 from JASPAR v2009 (14).
These matrices were manually trimmed to the same length
of the cis elements captured in the corresponding TF–
DNA complexes, to allow the comparison of sequence
and structure-based pairwise alignments. Moreover,
873 DBSs used to derive 39 of the former 67 PSSMs
were also retrieved from the TRANSFAC database
(DBSs and PSSMs identiﬁers are listed in
Supplementary Table S3).
Structural alignment of TF–DNA complexes
Each TF–DNA complex was structurally ﬁtted to all the
others in two steps. First, the program MAMMOTH (35)
was used to perform the structural superposition of pairs
of protein domains. Second, the resulting transformation
matrices were applied to the coordinates of the DBSs in
order to derive the equivalent cis element superpositions.
RMSDs of superposed coordinates were calculated with
b-carbon atoms (proteins) and with N9 (purines) and N1
(pyrimidines) atoms (DNA). Structural alignments were
scored in terms of (i) the number of identical superposed
nucleotides (StrIdent) and (ii) the sum of N9 and N1 atom
pairs within 3.5 A˚ (StrScr). Out of 18 225 possible TF–
DNA comparisons, we obtained 18 012 structural align-
ments after discarding self-alignments and errors. The full
set of alignments can be accessed in Supplementary File
‘alignment_data.csv’. A web application called
TFcompare (http://ﬂoresta.eead.csic.es/tfcompare) has
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been released to assist in the task of calculating structural
pairwise alignments of TF–DNA complexes.
Sequence alignment of cis elements
Although many cis elements alignment and scoring
methods have been reported in the literature, we focused
on three main alignment strategies: (i) DNA sequence
pairs were aligned using an ungapped Smith–Waterman
algorithm (36) taking as scoring function the number of
identical nucleotides (IdentScr); (ii) same as (i), but
scoring identities with+1 and mismatches with 2, as in
BLASTN (BlastScr) (37) and (iii) pairs of PSSMs were
aligned as in (i) but taking as scoring function the sum
of Pearson correlation coefﬁcients of aligned columns
(PearScr). Furthermore, PSSM alignments were also
scored in terms of the log(E-value), as calculated by
STAMP (EvalScr) (38). Self-alignments and alignments
shorter than three deoxynucleotides were discarded. The
complete sequence alignment set is also included in
Supplementary File ‘alignment_data.csv’.
Twilight thresholds deﬁnition and linear ﬁtting
Identity and similarity thresholds were calculated for each
sequence alignment strategy by ﬁnding cutoff values that
increasingly left 95, 90 and 75% of dissimilar TF–DNA
complexes below the selected value. Cutoffs were then
ﬁtted to an equation of the form:
tðLÞ ¼ a+ b  L
where L is the number of aligned nucleotides and the co-
efﬁcients a and b are estimated by a standard linear model
from the R software (39).
Receiver operating characteristic curves and predictive
power of alignment methods
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC), originally
employed to measure the accuracy of signal detection al-
gorithms (40), have extensively been applied to classiﬁers
of biological data (41). The area under a ROC curve
(AUC) takes values in the range [0,1] and provides a nu-
merical estimate of how accurate a classiﬁer is; the higher
AUC value, the higher the accuracy. Several ROC curves
were calculated for the different alignment procedures
(StrScr, StrIdent, IdentScr, BlastScr, PearScr and
EvalScr), with the goal of measuring their performance
in discerning true and false DBS alignments, which in
turn correspond to similar and dissimilar pairs of TF–
DNA complexes. Each ROC curve plots ‘true-positive
rate’ (= sensitivity) on the y-axis versus ‘false-positive
rate’ (=1 speciﬁcity) on the x-axis. The R library
ROCR was used to perform these calculations (39,42).
Comparison between sequence and structural alignments
of DBSs
Pairs of matched nucleotides in sequence alignments
(IdentScr, BlastScr and PearScr) were compared with
those in ‘true’ structural alignments of TF–DNA pairs
(StrScr). Out of 1058 ‘true’ structural alignments, 535
could be aligned by all sequence-based techniques and
were further compared here. Sequence alignments with
all identical positions were annotated as correct, otherwise
as incorrect.
Theoretical estimation of twilight threshold values
Ten sets of 18 012 alignments of randomly generated
DBSs and PSSMs were generated, conserving the distri-
bution of sizes of the 137 trimmed cis elements captured in
TF–DNA complexes. Artiﬁcial DBSs were built by
random sampling of nucleotides with equal probability,
whereas PSSMs were obtained by random shufﬂing of
columns of TRANSFAC and JASPAR motifs. These arti-
ﬁcial sequences and motifs were then aligned by applying
the different algorithms explained earlier (IdentScr,
BlastScr and PearScr). Average 95th percentile values of
sequence identity and similarity values were calculated for
each alignment length between 3 and 8, to be used as in
silico twilight thresholds.
Alignment of PSSMs against their own individual DBSs
PSSMs and their component DBSs were trimmed to
preserve only the core, removing the lower case ﬂanks as
labeled by ‘convert-matrix’ from the RSA-Tools suite (43).
DBSs were then converted to binary PSSMs (columns
with value of 1 in the appropriate nucleotide and 0 other-
wise) and scored against their PSSMs using the PearScr
algorithm. Several alignment sets of PSSMs and DBSs
were tested: (i) the set of 39 TRANSFAC and JASPAR
motifs of TFs with PDB structure versus their component
DBSs; (ii) all TRANSFAC motifs versus annotated sites;
(iii) all UNIPROBE motifs versus top 20 experimental
sites; (iv) all UNIPROBE motifs versus top 100 sites and
(v) all UNIPROBE motifs versus all their statistically sig-
niﬁcant sites. Alignment results for (ii) and (iv) can be
checked in Supplementary Files ‘transfac_alignments.csv’
and ‘uniprobe_alignments.csv’.
RESULTS
Structural alignment of TF–DNA complexes
The cornerstone of this work is the calculation of a large
set of superpositions between pairs of TF–DNA
complexes, which not only helps identify similar DBDs
but also produces structure-based alignments of cis
elements (DBSs). An analysis of superposed complexes,
described in Figure 1A, unveils that similar DBDs in
turn recognize DBSs with resembling geometries (the
observed correlation coefﬁcient was 0.6). Indeed, both
the DBD and the DBS distributions show two clear
peaks: a low RMSD region and a high RMSD region
separated by a valley. These two peaks represent the con-
centration of similar and dissimilar structural alignments
in low and high RMSD regions, respectively. The valley
minimum is found to be 5 A˚ for DBDs (Figure 1B) and
3.5 A˚ for DBSs (Figure 1C). These two cutoff values were
therefore chosen as standards of truth to distinguish
between similar (true) and dissimilar (false) structural
alignments.
When these standards are applied, there are four
possible outcomes, summarized in Figure 2: (i) true
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Figure 1. Analysis of 18 554 superpositions of transcription factors bound to their cognate cis elements. (A) Scatter plot of RMSD values of protein
domain (DBD) and cis element (DBS) superpositions, with the resulting linear correlation (y=3.84+0.84x; R2=0.364). (B) Histogram of DBD
RMSD values. (C) Histogram of DBS RMSD values. Pairs of structurally similar complexes are in black [circles in (A)], otherwise they are in gray
[crosses in (A)]. Similar complexes are deﬁned as pairs with DBD RMSD values< 5 A˚ and DBS RMSD< 3.5 A˚.
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positives, similar complexes where RMSDDBD and
RMSDDBS fall below the threshold; (ii) false positives,
dissimilar proteins whose RMSDDBS falls below the
threshold; (iii) true negatives, dissimilar complexes with
both RMSDDBD and RMSDDBS above the thresholds
and (iv) false negatives, pairs of similar proteins with
RMSDDBS above the threshold. After applying these
rules to our set of 18 012 superpositions, we ﬁnd 1058
(5.9%) true structural alignments.
Figure 3 shows several examples of structural align-
ments of TF 3A01_A1 (PDB code 3A01, ﬁrst protein
domain of chain A) with other complexes. 3A01_A1
belongs to the homeodomain family, the most abundant
in this study and one of the most thoroughly studied in the
literature in terms of DNA-binding speciﬁcity (44,45).
True superpositions in Figure 3A result in aligned cis
elements with conserved positions. Instead, alignments
of 3A01_A1 with other dissimilar complexes presented
in Figure 3B (over RMSD thresholds) do not show
conserved nucleotides. Figure 3C is an in-depth analysis
of two homeodomains in which a structural superposition
correctly pairs equivalent interface amino acid residues
and equivalent cis element positions, while a sequence-
based alignment favors achieving the highest score
(in this case, identical nucleotides) at the cost of reversing
the sequence strand orientation and subsequently failing
to match equivalent interface amino acids.
As a summary, when TF–DNA complexes are dissimi-
lar, structural superpositions produce random alignments
with low associated scores that clearly indicate that their
cis elements are not directly comparable. However, when
two complexes have similar bound conformations, their
structural superposition can be translated into a biologic-
ally meaningful alignment of regulatory elements, which
matches interface residues, and that might not always be
recapitulated by a standard sequence-based alignment.
The web server TFcompare (http://ﬂoresta.eead.csic.es/
tfcompare), presented in this article, allows the user to
reproduce this kind of TF superpositions between struc-
tures deposited at the PDB.
Estimates of twilight thresholds for the alignment of
cis elements
The previously deﬁned standards of truth can be employed
to assess the reliability of different approaches for aligning
cis elements, which are usually short DNA segments (94%
of elements recognized by single protein domains are
between 3 and 8 nt long, see Supplementary Figure S1).
Up to four sequence-based ungapped alignment techniques
and scoring functions are evaluated here, which are
summarized in Table 1 and further explained in
‘Materials and Methods’ section. Each of these strategies
was benchmarked by plotting score distributions of similar
and dissimilar structural superpositions versus alignment
Figure 2. Four possible outcomes of the superposition of a pair of TF–DNA complexes. (A) Both DBD and DBS align with RMSD values below
thresholds (true positive). (B) Only DBS RMSD is under threshold (false positive). (C) Only DBD RMSD is below threshold (false negative).
(D) both RMSD values are higher than thresholds. Case (A) is deﬁned as a ‘similar’ pair of TF–DNA complexes (true alignment) and cases (B), (C)
and (D) as ‘dissimilar’ pairs (false alignments). Protein domains are indicated as Pfam codes; RMSD values are given in Angstroms.
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length. As true complex pairs were clearly outnumbered by
unrelated pairs, we deﬁned score cutoffs that minimized the
chance of aligning cis elements of structurally dissimilar
DBDs. Three percentages (95, 90 and 75%) of false super-
positions were tested as twilight thresholds; the most re-
strictive (95%) is presented in Figure 4A (see numerical
values in Supplementary Table S4 and Supplementary
Figure S2). Thresholds in Figure 4A can be taken as con-
ﬁdence intervals for each alignment approach. Figure 4B
plots the theoretical thresholds calculated after comparing
and scoring random cis elements and PSSMs with the
same collection of alignment strategies, as explained in
‘Materials and Methods’ section. As the numbers in
Supplementary Table S5 conﬁrm, the empirical and theor-
etical lines are signiﬁcantly alike, with negligible root-
mean-square errors with the exception of BlastScr. When
theoretical estimates are compared with the corresponding
empirical values, most of them have deviations of <0.1
units. Overall, these results suggest that both the
structure-based benchmark and the independent theoret-
ical simulations converge to similar twilight thresholds.
How are these twilight lines to be interpreted? For
instance, for two aligned hexanucleotides, we will require
a score of 5 with IdentScr (ﬁve identical bases) to call it a
correct alignment; comparatively, a score of 6 would be
required with BlastScr, while 4.3 would be enough for a
PearScr alignment. In the extreme case of three aligned
nucleotides, all strategies require a score of 3 to remove
95% of false alignments, with the exception of EvalScr,
that instead requires an E-value< 0.10.
Since StrScr and RMSD are correlated functions, it
could be anticipated that StrScr would yield the lowest
twilight thresholds. However, it is surprising that for
alignment lengths between 5 and 7, thresholds are unusu-
ally high. These overestimations can be explained as in this
length range most of the superpositions in our dataset are
similar, and consequently there are too few data with low
scores to reliably calculate thresholds values.
BlastScr alignments yield thresholds with the highest
values, which in most cases are equal to the number of
aligned nucleotides, indicating that BlastScr is the most
conservative approach when comparing cis elements.
Figure 3. Examples of homeodomain 3A01_A1 superposed to other protein–DNA complexes. (A) True (similar) structural alignments showing the
number of identical nucleotides over the aligned. (B) False (dissimilar) structural superpositions. (C) An in-depth comparison illustrating the
differences between structural and sequence alignments of cis elements. Note that the structural alignment matches equivalent interface residues,
numbered as in Noyes et al. (44), while the optimal sequence alignment implies taking the reverse complementary of the target sequence, breaking all
interface similarities.
Table 1. Description of the different alignment and scoring methods tested in this work
Scoring method Alignment type Aligned data Description
StrScr Structural PDB coordinates Number of N9 and N1 nucleotide atom pairs within 3.5 A˚
StrIdent Structural PDB coordinates Number of identical superposed nucleotides
IdentScr Sequence Sequences Number of identical aligned nucleotides
BlastScr Sequence Sequences Sum of matches (+1) and mismatches (2, default BLASTN scoring)
PearScr Sequence PSSMs Sum of Pearson correlation coefﬁcients of aligned PSSM columns
EvalScr Sequence PSSMs Negative logarithm of the E-value calculated by STAMP
Nucleic Acids Research, 2013, Vol. 41, No. 3 1443






Nevertheless BlastScr thresholds in the range 5–7 follow a
peak and valley behavior that is a consequence of the
rather limited range of scores that this function
produces. For example, alignments of length=6 can
only be assigned BlastScr scores 0, 3 or 6, whereas align-
ments of length=7 are assigned values among 2, 1, 4
and 7.
StrIdent, IdentScr, PearScr and EvalScr follow a nearly
linear tendency (regression coefﬁcients are reported in
Supplementary Table S4). StrIdent gives the lower values
of these four techniques (excluding non-comparable
EvalScr), conﬁrming that structure-based alignment of cis
elements is the most reliable approach in order to success-
fully ﬁlter out dissimilar complexes. Of course StrIdent
values can only be obtained when 3D structures are avail-
able and therefore this hinders its practical application.
IdentScr and PearScr display analogous behaviors and
even similar intercepts and slopes in the linear regression,
with the difference that IdenScr values are discrete and
PearScr are continuous. IdentScr and PearScr twilight
thresholds are approximately one unit higher than
StrIdent ones, in agreement with the observation that
structural alignments do not always match sequence ones
(Figure 3C).
Evaluation of the reliability of cis element alignment
strategies
ROC curves indicate that the most accurate function to
evaluate cis element similarity is StrScr, reporting AUC in
the range 0.98–1.00 (Figure 5, see also Supplementary
Figure S3 and Supplementary Table S6).
StrIdent AUC values are in the range 0.82–0.88, not as
higher as StrScr values because DBD structural similarity
does not always imply cis element sequence similarity
(as illustrated in Figure 3C). These observations further
denote that the structure of cis elements is more conserved
than their sequence. Nevertheless, the relatively high
StrIdent AUC values suggest that sequence alignment
guided by structural superposition is a reasonably
accurate method in most cases.
The remaining sequence-based methods give lower
AUC values, but there are differences in performance.
PSSM strategies PearScr and EvalScr report the highest
AUC values for most alignment lengths, so these methods
Figure 4. Twilight thresholds for different alignment techniques and scoring functions. (A) Experimental thresholds that leave 95% of false
TF–DNA superpositions below the indicated cutoff values. (B) Theoretical thresholds that leave 95% of random DNA sequence alignments
below the indicated cutoff values. An EvalScr of 3 corresponds to an E-value of 0.001. Not enough PSSMs of length=8 were available for
PearScr and EvalScr in (A).
Figure 5. AUC for different alignment algorithms and scoring functions. Not enough data of length=8 were available to draw ROC curves.
1444 Nucleic Acids Research, 2013, Vol. 41, No. 3






should be preferred in order to distinguish true and false
alignments. Both PSSM methods were expected to be
more accurate than other sequence-based scores as they
use matrices, richer than sequences in information
content. It is also remarkable that EvalScr improves its
accuracy as alignment length increases, again as
expected, yielding an accuracy comparable to that of
StrIdent for an alignment length of 7.
BlastScr appears to be the most erratic scoring function
in this benchmark, as it produces the lowest AUC values
on average. This behavior is a consequence of the limited
range of scores that these functions produce for short
DNA fragments, as already explained. However, this
strategy performs remarkably well among alignments of
six bases, for which there are many true and false instances
in the training set.
Sensitivity and speciﬁcity of the different strategies were
calculated upon enforcing the twilight thresholds to the
alignment data. The results are summarized in Figure 6.
Speciﬁcity was of course 0.95 in all cases, as a conse-
quence of using the 95% twilight thresholds. The sensitiv-
ity results, which estimate the fraction of true alignments
recovered, are therefore more interesting. Apart from the
maximum value of StrScr (0.97), all other approaches ex-
hibited low sensitivity values, even StrIdent (0.27). This is
another evidence suggesting that structure is much more
conserved than sequence in TF–DNA complexes. This
also means that as much as a third of structurally
similar TF–DNA complexes can be successfully predicted
by aligning their cis elements. Among sequence-based
methods, only PearScr seems to achieve comparable sen-
sitivity (0.25), which can probably be a consequence of the
high information content of PSSMs. Overall, EvalScr is
shown to be less sensitive than PearScr, even when both
strategies were applied to exactly the same set of align-
ments. This averaged behavior does not challenge the
previous observation that EvalScr improves as alignment
length increases (Figure 5). Moreover, the analysis indi-
cates that IdentScr should be preferred over BlastScr when
aligning sequences instead of PSSMs.
The reported discrepancy between StrIdent and
IdentScr seems to suggest that in many cases sequence
alignments do not agree with structural alignments, as
the example in Figure 3C. To obtain statistics about this
kind of agreement, 535 true structure-based cis element
alignments that could also be aligned by all
sequence-based techniques were compared, as explained
in ‘Materials and Methods’ section. The proportion of
correct alignments produced by each method is reported
in Supplementary Table S7, where results are ranked in
terms of %sequence identity measured in the correspond-
ing structural alignments. The comparison shows that
when sequence identity is >80%, all methods produce
>90% of correct alignments, as it would be expected for
easy cases, but their performances notably differ below
this point, with BlastScr displaying the worst accuracy
on average. Both IdentScr and PearScr have similar per-
formances across the board, with a signiﬁcant drop of
accuracy when %identity falls below 60. Taking all easy
and hard cases together, we ﬁnd that about half of aligned
cis elements do not agree with the corresponding struc-
tural alignments.
A survey of twilight thresholds in two repositories of
experimentally determined cis elements
In order to check the biological relevance of the calculated
twilight thresholds, we analyzed PSSMs and individual
DBSs from the curated, high-quality database
TRANSFAC and from PBM experiments annotated in
UNIPROBE. Theoretical thresholds were used to be
able to evaluate alignments of up to 8 nt. In these experi-
ments we used only the core regions of PSSMs and DBSs
to avoid uncertainty, where the core is deﬁned as a central
region with high information content (see ‘Materials and
Methods’ section for more details). It has been shown that
the conservation of cis element individual positions is pro-
portional to their number of protein contacts, so by dis-
secting the core regions we are expecting to effectively
remove non-contacted nucleotides (46). Each individual
core site was compared against its corresponding PSSM
core (TRANSFAC alignments were implicit by positions
deﬁned in the original database) and the obtained score
was compared with the twilight threshold, as illustrated in
Figure 7. Results in Figure 8 suggest that a majority of
DBSs produce scores over the cutoff values. This exercise
reveals that the sensitivity of twilight thresholds when
comparing sites recognized by the same protein is 80%
for TRANSFAC data, much higher than the previously
Figure 6. Sensitivity (true positive rate) and speciﬁcity (true negative rate) of different alignment algorithms and scoring functions when using the
95% twilight thresholds to recognize true and false cis element alignments.
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discussed ﬁgure of 25%. However, it is remarkable that a
non-negligible number of elements diverge signiﬁcantly
with respect to their PSSMs. This is more noticeable
among UNIPROBE alignments, likely because we arbi-
trarily considered the top 100 DBSs for each motif
analyzed, which is a larger and more variable set than
the average 21 sites per PSSM in TRANSFAC. These
results reﬂect the natural binding plasticity of TFs, but
we cannot rule out that some of these sites might have
been incorrectly annotated as a consequence of experi-
mental errors. When we align all microarray sites
against the corresponding UNIPROBE PSSMs, it is
observed that most of them have scores under the
twilight thresholds, as would be expected, as most would
not contribute to the resulting PSSM due to their low
afﬁnity. Supplementary Table S8 includes the results for
other complementary tested datasets, as explained in
‘Materials and Methods’ section.
DISCUSSION
Alignment of genomic regulatory sequences is by nature a
challenging problem, since it is not easy to separate real
sequence signal from noise. Most efforts in this ﬁeld
have been focused on the comparison of promoter
regions of co-regulated genes with the aim of ﬁnding
Figure 7. TRANSFAC cis elements for NF-AT transcription factor aligned to their respective PSSM cores (in bold), shown in the middle as a
sequence logo. Numbers to the right are PearScr and EvalScr scores. Most aligned elements have scores above the respective twilight thresholds (3.69
for PearScr and 2.88 for EvalScr), while one site is clearly below (red color).
Figure 8. Percentage of individual cis elements with alignments scoring over the respective twilight thresholds in TRANSFAC (all annotated sites)
and UNIPROBE (top 100 sites).
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over-represented oligonucleotides, which might later be
conﬁrmed as relevant cis elements (10). A more recent
view of the problem requires ﬁnding one or more
over-represented motifs within a collection of sequenced
immunoprecipitated chromatin fragments (6). Software
tools devoted to this task can be termed as ‘pattern dis-
covery’ computer programs. To our knowledge, it was in
this context that the term ‘twilight zone’ was ﬁrst applied
to DNA sequences (29). In this work, we address a related
problem that of comparing cis elements, an issue that
nevertheless pattern discovery programs have to deal
with. Indeed, a typical outcome of these tools is a PSSM
that numerically captures the consensus of several putative
cis elements found, which implicitly requires the alignment
of such elements.
Inspired by previous work (27,28), here we took the set
of TF–DNA complexes currently available in the PDB to
derive structure-based thresholds that could be used for
the evaluation of pairwise alignments of cis elements. Such
a benchmark required the development of a structural
alignment approach for TF–DNA complexes, which in
summary consists of superposing the structures of a pair
of protein domains and applying the obtained optimal
transformation matrix to the bound DNA chains. This
geometrical operation permits the direct comparison of
both DNA duplexes, as done in previously published
methods (17,47), and the derivation of the distributions
shown in Figure 1, which ultimately deﬁned the RMSD
limits for calling ‘true’ and ‘false’ alignments of similar
and dissimilar complexes, respectively (Figure 2). Taking
into account these limits, the structural superposition of a
pair of TF–DNA complexes can produce a biologically
relevant alignment of their DNA sequences, which can
subsequently be used as a reference to correct disputable
sequence-based alignments (Figure 3).
By considering structural alignment as the ‘gold
standard’ to compare different sequence alignment
methods, we have calculated scoring thresholds
(Figure 4A and Supplementary Table S4) for the
sequence alignment techniques listed in Table 1. These
thresholds can assist in removing a majority of non-
reliable alignments and also have the inconvenience of
losing many true alignments in the way. The differences
in performance observed for StrIdent and StrScr to some
extent support the statement made on proteins that ‘high
levels of sequence similarity or identity do not ascertain
structural similarity’ (27,28). Furthermore, as summarized
in Supplementary Table S7, as much as 50% of the correct
structural alignments can be retrieved by sequence-based
techniques, the rest are erroneous alignments that
maximize sequence identity but not necessarily structural
similarity, as shown in Figure 3C. Despite these intrinsic
limitations, we ﬁnd that by ﬁxing sequence-based thresh-
olds the chance of aligning structurally dissimilar cis
elements decreases in favor of matching similar ones,
therefore improving alignment accuracy. For these
reasons, twilight cutoffs were established to avoid
aligning up to 95% of dissimilar DBSs. Our analyses
indicate that the shorter the cis elements, the stricter the
thresholds need to be, as expected and reported in earlier
observations (48). In most cases, these empirical
thresholds can be ﬁtted to a linear model as function of
sequence length, which potentially allows the calculation
of thresholds for longer alignments (Supplementary Table
S4). However, this extrapolation might not be necessary,
since 94% of DBDs captured in the PDB recognize motifs
between 3 and 8 nt. While these thresholds apply to single
protein domains binding to DNA operator sites, many
experimentally determined regulatory elements capture
protein multimers bound. We believe that in most cases,
these multimeric sites, often near-palindromic, can be split
in individual components between 3 and 8 nt long, as
exempliﬁed in Supplementary Figure S4. However, we
are also aware of complexes in the PDB in which two
DBDs speciﬁcally contact the same nucleotides, and
hence are not easily separated.
The number of complexes currently available in the
PDB is the ultimate limit for the reliability of the empirical
thresholds proposed in this work. For this reason, the
results obtained with the in silico twilight cutoffs
(Figure 4B) are very important, as they provide an inde-
pendent assessment of their value. The observed agree-
ment between structure-based and theoretical results
validates our approach and paves the way for the calcu-
lation of theoretical thresholds beyond the complexes de-
posited in the PDB at any given time.
Among the sequence-based methods evaluated in this
article, motif-based approaches outperform the rest, par-
ticularly as cis elements get longer. Indeed, PearScr and
the derived EvalScr display better accuracy and lower
thresholds than the other methods. The ROC curves for
motif cores of length = 7 suggest that E-values should be
the preferred scoring function, unless shorter DBSs are
compared, in which case Pearson correlations should be
preferred. It must be noted that other authors had already
found these scoring functions to be superior in related
work (22). In either case, when comparing regulatory
elements of different DNA-binding proteins, the
measured sensitivities reached 25% (for a ﬁxed speciﬁcity
of 95%). In contrast, after aligning experted-curated cis
elements bound by the same protein, as done in our
TRANSFAC analysis, the observed sensitivity was
80%, suggesting that the twilight cutoffs are effectively
able to recognize most cognate DBSs. These results
suggest that twilight thresholds can facilitate the task of
comparing a putative cis element to a collection of PSSMs
(such as TRANSFAC, JASPAR or RegulonDB) in order
to decide whether it might be recognized by a well-
annotated TF. On average, such comparisons would suc-
cessfully recognize four in ﬁve cis elements. Nevertheless,
our results also indicate that one in ﬁve true elements, such
as those annotated in TRANSFAC, would be incorrectly
ruled out, revealing that PSSMs often fail to capture the
speciﬁcities of regulatory sequences that drift away from
the consensus. The UNIPROBE analysis reveals that
dealing with high-throughput TF-binding data is not
trouble-free, as there is no obvious rule for selecting the
number of individual sites that will be eventually used to
derive a PSSM. Microarray afﬁnities can of course be used
for this purpose. However, when afﬁnity measurements
are not available, the twilight values proposed in this
article could assist in this task, despite their sensitivity
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limitations. For instance, one could take the top fraction
of ranked sites that would yield a similar sensitivity to that
in TRANSFAC for core elements of the same length.
More generally, the results of this work can be directly
applied as a quality control mechanism for pattern discov-
ery methods based on sequence alignments, contributing
to the construction of quality-controlled PSSMs by
reliably ﬁltering out false alignments.
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Supplementary Tables 1–8, Supplementary Figures 1–4,
and Supplementary Data 1–4.
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